
CORPORATE MEMBERSHIP

Rewarding your people with
an employee benefit they’ll
value, use, and love.
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https://themorcard.com


WHAT IS MÓR?

The Mór Card connects your valued
employees with the UK’s best independent
premium brands.

They receive exclusive discounts and get
access to limited editions not available
anywhere else. With a focus on investing
in experiences, not just buying ‘things’.

It’s the ultimate reward for your people,
helps them maximise their downtime,
and promotes a healthy work life balance.

All for less than the cost of buying them
a Starbucks* each month.

*Not a brand featured on Mór because it’s not independent!
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HOW DOES MÓR WORK?

When you become a Corporate Member 
your employees will receive exclusive 
access to The Mór Card - each with their 
own full membership and individual logins.

They can then explore our curated (and 
ever-changing) mix of independent brands, 
find products and experiences based on 
attributes they care about (for example 
‘Made in Britain’, ‘Zero Waste’, ‘Vegan’, 
‘Award Winning’, ‘As Seen on TV’, etc).

All whilst enjoying savings of 10-50%.
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WHAT IS THE USER EXPERIENCE?

Mór is very easy to use - for your employees
and for you. 100% digital, we can enrol your
people in one quick and easy step. Unlike
many other benefits programs, we can
launch within hours, not months.

Logging in at themorcard.com they can
browse for experiences, read all about the
brands, and buy in just a few clicks.

Mobile, tablet, desktop, 24/7/365.
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WORK LIFE BALANCE

EXPERIENCE
ONLY ONCE

REGISTER
SAVE 10-50%

PURCHASE
INDEPENDENT BRANDS, ALWAYS

DISCOVER NEW BRANDS
SECURE

LOG IN



WHAT IS OFFERED ON MÓR? 

Mór is home to hundreds of independent brands
in, and from, the UK. Our platform is split in to
collections to help members find their new favourites:

BEAUTY & WELLNESS
CULTURE & LEARNING
FASHION & ACCESSORIES
FOOD & DRINK
HOME & GIFT
OUTDOORS & ADVENTURE
WORK & PRODUCTIVITY (exclusive to Corporate Membership)

We offer limited edition collections (Father’s Day,
Summer, Staycations, etc) throughout the year, we
have experiences for every budget, and we can even
host your other company benefits too. 
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP?

Mór is a membership-led platform. Non-members
can access themorcard.com and purchase some
experiences from some brands, but don’t benefit from:

EXCLUSIVE BRANDS
EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCES
MEMBER-ONLY PERKS & TREATS
NO SERVICE CHARGES
INVITES TO MEMBER EVENTS
ACCESS TO MEMBER-ONLY CONTENT

If your employees were to buy Premium Membership
separately they would pay £79 per year. Instead, as
Corporate Members they receive full and unlimited
access to everything-Mór; knowing that you, their
employer, has gifted that to them.
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HOW DO CLIENTS TYPICALLY USE MÓR?

Our Corporate Membership clients tell us
Mór usually adds value in three ways:
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ATTRACT RETAIN REWARD

Today’s talent is much more
focused on finding the right work
environment for them. Company
benefits play a large part in their
decision making process when
joining a company. Offering a
premium benefit like Mór shows
them that you care about the things
that they care about.

People don’t just leave companies
to earn more money. With average
cost-to-the-company of an employee
leaving being more than £2k, Mór
helps you demonstrate that you
value your employees, you are
committed to work life balance, and
you’re invested in making sure they
maximise their time out of work.

From regular informal thank yous to
formal incentive programs, it’s never
been more important to reward your
key employees. 68% of people say
that they don’t always feel valued at
work and 42% would swap a pay rise
for a thank you. Mór helps you show
your people that you appreciate
them and the jobs they do.



WHY DOES MÓR WORK?
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“Mór gives me more choice than any 
employee benefit I’ve had before.”
Zane - Administration, Reading

“I’ve never really used our rewards 
before because a lot of them were 
really boring! I like that with Mór 
there is something for everyone. I’m
off to drive a rally car next week!”
Sridhar - Finance, Bristol

“I really like how often I find myself 
using The Mór Card. I probably buy 
something every other week - either 
gifts for friends and family or a treat 
for myself!
Emma - Legal, Edinburgh

“We’ve seen our employees’ benefits
utilisation climb from <5% to >50%
which is a really fantastic result.”
Cerys - HR, Cardiff

“We used to have a concierge service 
as part of our benefits program but 
I never used it. I didn’t really know 
how, or what I could use it for, so it 
was a bit of a waste of a benefit.”
Abbie - Sales, Leeds

“I like that Mór is super simple and
not elitist. I can just log on and find
amazing brands with really great
discounts and offers. Easy!”
David - IT, London

“When we changed our benefits
scheme last year I was really keen
to see some things in there that
reflect what I believe in personally.
Mór is great for that and has helped
me find a whole host of new and
interesting sustainable brands.”
Becky - Marketing, Birmingham

“I prefer to buy from independent
brands rather than big corporates.”
Greg - Customer Service, Glasgow

“When we talk about Mór we get
very positive candidate feedback.
It’s a great perk to be able to offer.”
Mara - Recruitment, London



WHAT DOES MÓR COST? 

When we created Corporate Membership for Mór
we wanted to make it as accessible as possible for
our clients. The employee benefits sector is full of
expensive options that don’t get used very much
by employees - and we wanted to change that.

We operate a volume-based tiered pricing model
which does cater for enterprise users with 10,000+
employees - but also serves smaller companies,
with plans starting at just 25 employees.

Annual membership fees range from £55 down
to £27.50 (per employee per year) depending
on the size of your team.

An example of key pricing tiers is shown here.

*All prices shown: indicative, subject to contract, per employee, per year, plus VAT
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25 EMPLOYEES ― £55.00

50 EMPLOYEES ― £52.50

100 EMPLOYEES ― £47.50

250 EMPLOYEES ― £45.00

500 EMPLOYEES ― £42.50

1,000 EMPLOYEES ― £40.00

5,000 EMPLOYEES ― £30.00

10,000 EMPLOYEES ― £27.50



VICTORIA RICHARDSON
Client Lead
vr@loytech.co.uk
07946 268 945

URCHANA MOUDGIL
Co-CEO
um@loytech.co.uk
07968 815 990
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GET IN TOUCH
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